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Leveraging Congregation Assets to Create Housing Notes 

 

Roadblocks 

 Fear among faith groups to work together; not sure what will happen, e.g. call to have 

faith questioned—fear when working with other faith groups. 

 With some decline in membership wonder do you have the resources, when your 

congregation declines from 120 people showing up to 50—do you have the resources 

to do what you have to do and then helping others in need?  

 Where is the greatest need, what population should we be aiming for? 

 Changing perception of who the homeless are—not the same as it was some years 

ago. There’s a fear of the homeless, not an understanding of why are people homeless, 

who are homeless.  

 Fear of the homeless. Problems associated with homelessness, including drug use, 

violence, criminal backgrounds, these are things that can be a factor; feeds into 

negative reputation of homeless population. 

 High cost of land, building, operation; is expensive 

 Privacy—helping people seems simple, but then get into issues of people’s privacy, 

privacy laws, sometimes becomes a roadblock, can’t know everything about everyone 

because of privacy 

 Complexity, hard to figure out (developing housing) 

 Not enough resources to make showers, adequate bathrooms, in buildings we 

currently have to offer; and cooking 

 How it will impact congregation’s use of their own space-on adjacent land, or in the 

building 

 Youth, a population continuing to grow; we are putting youth in juvenile facilities; 

concerned about housing for people not yet identified as emancipated youth 

 Parking; sharing space 

 Regulations, relates to complexity 

 Selecting who we are going to help and who we can best help; hard for churches, 

don’t want to say who has a right to housing, but who are we capable of helping 

 What does it mean to help people; where to start 

 Neighborhood pressure, “not in my back yard” (NIMBY) 

 Mental health issues, lack of available resources to adequately address them  

 Tax policy—unwillingness to put government funds on table; need more resources, 

through public policy to fund programs; advocacy 

 Problem of faith groups that can’t say “no” 

 Be able to network and address an issue; to problem solve (e.g. we don’t have parking 

but you can go over here” 

 Staff to manage programs 

 Complexity; need clear set of practices and policies , but in denomination there is 

different culture about how decisions are made; difficult communication gulf between 

those 2 worlds of housing and congregations  

 How will moratorium on apodments in U District have an impact? 

 How to prioritize? How to get the most bang for the buck? Where to focus my 

resources? 
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 Aligning those assets with those that know what to do with them; maybe agencies 

outside the church that know what they are doing, making the connections, where do I 

start 

 Congregation might want to do something in their neighborhood, but NIMBY comes 

up, and dealing with public fears 

 How can we leverage our strengths--local, city, county—to make an impact, related 

to aligning, partnering? Sammamish, had a tent city, was terrible conditions, city put 

hands up, gave land and that was it; how do we say it takes more than that; how can 

we apply leverage and pressure; sometimes it’s advocacy 

 Most congregations running into roadblocks, have ordinances that are directed at faith 

based organizations, making so many hoops that homeless people can’t be served 

 On the eastside, people are comfortable, they don’t realize how much of a need there 

is; lack of visibility, disconnect from reality of need; our congregations on eastside 

side are wealthy, pretty, everything looks nice 

 Eastside congregations have more property, parking, kitchen, more than Seattle 

congregations have; have assets that don’t have in Seattle 

 We let camp unity stay, but it aged our church so much, that we are now playing 

catch up (with the wear and tear on physical buildings); not sustainable; now playing 

catch up with the wear on the physical facility 

 Awareness 

 Funding, how do you pay for it 

 Creating awareness to the communities; people are not aware 

 Loss of key parishioners when decision made to leverage assets; need help coaching 

with how to deal with that 

 Educate faith community; becoming jaded; each one reach one 

 

Congregational Assets  

 Property 

 Extra room/space not being used 

 Non-parish held assets held by individuals 

 Affiliation with one another; sense of community, social capital 

 Desire to see positive change, vision, sense of we can do better 

 Acknowledgement that faith community’s power is under used; ability of faith 

groups to take down some of the walls, figurative, amongst the congregations 

 Access to grants, tapping into grants from multiple sources 

 Grants that have been released federally that are now available to religious 

organizations, nonprofits and others; churches now have access to funds outside 

of religious community 

 People 

 Physical buildings, parking  

 Money 

 Volunteers 

 Faith 

 Awareness, may have assets, time, and talent—but not understand need 
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 Mission 

 Rights that public property does not have; can do things with their property and 

assets that others don’t have 

 

Guest Expert Discussion 

Beth Boram, Compass Housing (CHA) 

 CHA partnerships with churches to develop affordable housing; also manages the 

Road to Housing Safe Parking program in Seattle.  

 At beginning, most important for the church is that they have a vision; does not have 

to be a fully fleshed out vision. Gethsemane Church had a strong mission, had wanted 

to do housing for a long time.  

 Have heard from churches trying to figure out how to make it; the reason is 

important, not just wanting to sell property for top dollar. Sometimes can’t pay top 

dollars (limited financing for affordable housing development); important aspects 

include church roles as advocate. This is not just a business transaction--is also about 

service. 

 Church process and CHA process is different, but lot of commonality which 

contributes to their working well. CHA is mission focused and so are churches. When 

things get challenging it is the shared mission, common goals that sustain the 

relationships during challenging experiences and periods. 

 Personality or vision of a church is very important; church needs to know what it 

wants to do. Usually a committee is formed within the church, smaller than the 

church council, focuses on what direction the church wants to go with it 

 Riverton project started with a builder, switched developers, sat on property for years, 

project. Congregation has rethought and come back to questions about how to meet 

their needs. 

 

Susan Boyd, Bellweather Housing 

University Christian Church  

 Spent a decade thinking hard about what it wanted to do with its site, had a different 

vision for their parking lot, did not pan out in the timeline they wanted.  

 They were trying to come to grips with declining membership. They chose to act 

when others might have not chosen to do so.  

 Entered into purchase e of property; plan for property was driven by financing and 

church’s vision.  

 Roadblock Example: Agreement was they would participate in naming of building, 

and some way to honor the legacy. The congregation came up with the name, got 

excited, published it in newsletter, but we had not had any internal conversations 

about it;  

 Needed to have a proactive conversation about privacy, they are interested in 

participating in lives of their families, but how do we create a safe space for people 

living there where they have freedom and privacy, but where people can come in and 

participate. Conversations have been well received by congregation, thoughtful group 

of people. 
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Follow Up Discussion: 

How to make best choice in terms of where and what?  

 I think need is great for any population. Plymouth Housing Group spun off from 

Plymouth Congregation. Mary’s Place focus on homeless families.  

 At some point the congregation has to come to terms with available money, site 

available, and how that fits with people being housed. Ways to navigate some of that 

complexity.  

 Having conversation with someone who can help navigate is helpful. 

 Different organizations have different visions, cultures, areas of expertise and focus; 

all of that can play in. Also geography plays a role.  

 

What about the land? Does congregation still own it?  

 Varies  

 In U District, they decided to sell us their land, and developer is building them 

parking (their identified need).  

 

Where do you start? 

 Darel Grothas: Need to rationalize the process, create an institute, to train 

congregations and leaders, to deal with congregational process, institutional process, 

and development process.   

o Create a curriculum. Use institutions such as STM and Faith Action Network 

projects to point to. Trying to get an institute going. Reaching out to one of 

the housing organizations and having a conversation.  

o At some point will need other advisors, to ensure that you are looking out for 

your interests. Early conversations are important.  

 Additional example to draw from is work done by Corporation for Supportive 

Housing (first in Connecticut and then nationally) to create an institute to forge 

partnerships to develop supportive housing. 

 Additional reference material includes a book by Jill Shook, Making Housing 

Happen, which gives examples from congregations and faith communities who got 

involved in creating housing resources. 

 

What about multi-faith organizations?  

 Council of Churches has worked with people from different faiths coming together; 

some of the problems are neighborhood specific. E.g. with tent cities, and neighbors 

may not be happy at first. Might be able to partner with another parish. Ideally 

coalition will have neighborhood-based focus. 

 Workshop about faith based networks; we created one in West Seattle, an interfaith 

network for one goal, to help people in need, regardless, is a fantastic group (called 

West Side Interfaith Network) 

 Vision House and Jacob’s Well are examples of new housing. But these are very 

small projects that were financed through private funding. 

 

 

 

 


